Performance Tasks

Click on the links below to access the Performance Tasks developed by Task Authors through 3DSFA.

- 3: forces →
- 3: weather →
- 4: energy →
- 4: light and senses →
- 4: waves →
- 5: invasive species →
- 6-8: energy →
- 6-8: human impacts →
- 6-8: mission to mars →
- 6-8: cycling of earth's materials →
- 6-8: heredity and variation →
- hs: wave - particle →
- hs: environment - homeostasis →
- hs: matter-energy-ecosystems →
- hs: chemical reactions →
- hs thermal energy transfer →

Using Tasks in Illuminate

The link below will access a set of directions for accessing and using the tasks within Illuminate.

illuminate how-to →
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